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Welcome to the second edition of the MATCB Quality Times Digest - a 
quarterly publication of the MATCB Project for Malawi implemented 
by the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO)

This quarter, we offer a selection of stories reflecting the project activities in its 
results areas, touching also on successful partnerships and other project highlights. 

1. UNIDO assesses the capability of Metrology Services Department (MSD) of 
Malawi Bureau of Standards (MBS). 

2. The importance of legal metrology for Malawian society.

3. UNIDO assists in the development of policy and strategy for modernizing of MBS 
functions.

4. Malawian petroleum industry supported by the key equipment for enhanced 
verification services.

Series of posters were prepared in the local Chichewa language to highlight the 
importance of measurement, product testing, certification and metrological 
traceability for the country’s inclusive and sustainable industrial development.
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UNIDO assesses the capability of Metrology 
Services Department (MSD) of Malawi Bureau of 
Standards (MBS) 
One of the key focus areas of the MATCB Project is the 
capacity building in support of Legal Metrology. Under Legal 
Metrology, substantial capacity gaps exist in the calibration 
and verification of weighbridges. 

Legal Metrology capacity of the MBS was enhanced in 
the areas of mass and volume through the delivery of the 
weights and laboratory handling equipment through the 
SQAM Project. The MATCB Project is expected to acquire a 
customized vehicle for weighbridge verification. Upgrade of 
the MSD of the Malawi Bureau of Standards in Blantyre needs 
to be prioritized as equipment cannot be operated under 
current conditions.

The UNIDO expert, Mr. Benjamin van der Merwe reviewed 
the current capabilities of Blantyre metrology site. Aimed 
at providing traceability to Legal Metrology, he developed a 
master plan that prioritizes the National Quality Infrastructure 
(NQI) needs in the country, including the basic construction 
requirements of a facility to house and operates the mobile 
verification equipment. 

The reviewed facility will suffice to accommodate the 
metrology calibration laboratories for mass, volume and 
length. However, the current infrastructure of the building 
cannot house the new high capacity mass calibration 
laboratory. Therefore, secured storage space is required for 
the new proving tank and weighbridge verification equipment 
procured in terms of the SQAM and MATCB projects.

The importance of legal metrology for Malawian 
society

Given the low level of initi al investment required in small 
scale operati ons, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) 
can readily integrate into the value chains. Parti cularly, the 
agro-food sector provides immediate opportuniti es as Malawi 
has good climate conditi ons and suffi  cient pool of labour to 
expand agricultural producti on.

Illustrating the importance of measurement to the Malawian consumers, 
in local Chichewa language

Precise and consistent analyti cal measurements and testi ng 
are vital for our daily lives. Internati onal trade, environmental 
protecti on, consumer safety and health care rely on accurate 
data that is comparable and based on a universally accepted 
system of units. Therefore, legal metrology is basic to the 
economic and social development of Malawi.

The country needs to enhance compliance with technical 
standards to heighten consumer confidence and gain 
access to regional and global value chains.

In the rules-based trading system, the more developed the 
country’s Nati onal Quality Infrastructure is, the more safe 
and good-quality products can be exported to regional and 
internati onal markets. 

Upgrading of the existi ng laboratories and building of new ones 
is identi fi ed as pivotal track to boost the Malawian economy, 
thereby generati ng poverty reducti on and development in 
rural communiti es.

Illustrating the importance of metrological traceability for Malawian 
trade in local Chichewa language 
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A two-day workshop was held on 19-20 February 2015 in 
Blantyre to validate the plan for MBS. The event was att ended 
by relevant stakeholders comprising regulatory agencies, 
government departments, the management of MBS and 
industry. 

“It is of crucial importance that all regulators in various 
Ministries understand the signifi cance of referencing 
standards in technical regulati ons. The update of Malawi’s 
legal framework for protecti on of human health, safety and 
environment and trade facilitati on will enhance Malawi’s 
export competi ti veness”, said MBS Director General, Mr. 
Davlin Chokazinga during the offi  cial opening. As the outcome 
of the discussions it was agreed that the regulatory functi ons 
should be separated from the operati ons of the other MBS 
units. It was recommended that the regulator should not 
conduct conformity assessment acti viti es on its own. The 
suggested soluti on was to use services of a competent 
laboratory or certi fi cati on body in order to carry out the 
required testi ng.

Illustrating the importance of product testing to the Malawian consumers, 
in local Chichewa language

Illustrating the importance of certifi cation to the Malawian consumers, in 
local Chichewa language

A team of UNIDO international consultants supported by 
the SQAM Project was engaged to assess the situation 
in Malawi. International expert on risk management and 
technical regulation, Mr. Valentin Nikonov has prepared the 
report “Towards a Better Management of Risks: Building A 
Risk-based Regulatory Framework in Malawi”. His work is 
important in relation to the MATCB Project in terms of the 
enhancement of technical regulations, which will result in the 
improved national legal metrology system.

The UNIDO expert on standardization and institutional 
reform, Mr. Geoff Visser has developed business plan for MBS 
including the need for organizational change and the MBS’ 
own five-year strategic plan. 

UNIDO assists in the development of policy and 
strategy for modernizing of Malawi Bureau of 
Standards functions

Validation workshop for SQAM Project held on 19-20 February in 
Blantyre

The formulation of the National Quality Policy (NQP) is one 
of the major achievements of the UNIDO MATCB Project 
implemented in Malawi. The UNIDO intervention aims at 
improving quality, safety and marketability of Malawian 
goods and services through the removal of technical barriers 
to trade. In order for this to be achieved, the country’s NQP 
has recommended the separation of the roles of the Malawi 
Bureau of Standards to comply with internationally accepted 
standards. 

The policy recommends formation of a National Metrology 
Institute (NMI) to be supported by a Metrology Act, as well 
as the separation of regulatory functions from the bureau 
into a separate body to regulate standards and technical 
specifications. The new Metrology Act has been developed 
and was tabled for initial comment during this quarter in 
Parliament.
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Contact details

For more information contact:

UNIDO Trade Capacity Building Branch 

tcb@unido.org

www.unido.org

Fact box

Implementation Partners:

• Partner Institutions: donor institution - 
NORAD, government coordinating agency - Ministry 
of Industry and Trade (MoIT) 
• Beneficiaries: Malawi Bureau of Standards 
(MBS), National Smallholder Farmers Association of 
Malawi (NASFAM). Beneficiary institutions should 
involve other stakeholders, such as chambers 
of commerce, technical institutions, consumer 
organizations, private companies, laboratories, 
Laboratory Association of Malawi (LAM), Malawian 
population in the project activities.

Implementation period: July 2013 – July 2017

The outcomes for the project: 

1. The Government of Malawi commits to a 
quality culture and to supporting the MBS services by 
providing a strengthened legislative and institutional 
environment in support of the national metrology 
infrastructure. 
2. The Legal Metrology Department of the MBS-
National Metrology Institute (MBS-NMI) is recognized 
nationally, regionally and internationally, is upgraded 
and type approval and verification services are 
enhanced for consumer protection.
3. Certificates issued by MBS of calibration 
services performed in support of legal metrology 
services are accepted nationally, regionally and 
internationally. 
4. NASFAM processing associations have 
improved access to local, regional and foreign markets 
through strengthened testing and export certification, 
and a quality system implemented in selected value 
chains. 
5. Governance and monitoring systems 
are established for local ownership and project 
sustainability. 

The key equipment for the enhancement of verifi cation services in 
petroleum industry was provided with UNIDO assistance to the Malawi 
Bureau of Standards

Malawian petroleum industry supported by the key 
equipment for enhanced verification services.

The Malawi Bureau of Standards (MBS) with the support of 
the SQAM Project acquired key equipment for enhanced 
verifi cati on services in the Malawian petroleum industry. The 
trailer mounted proving tank was commissioned in December 
2014, with the aim to enhance the capacity of the MBS in 
fulfi lling its mandate in providing legal metrology services 
effi  ciently.

The country’s petroleum industry was urgently in need of 
calibrati on services such as bulk meters used for loading and 
offl  oading fuel. The testi ng and commissioning of the proving 
tank was done in Blantyre by one of the most important oil 
companies operati ng in the country. 

During the handover ceremony of the Proving Tank, Mr. 
Davlin Chokazinga, the Director General of MBS, stressed 
that UNIDO’s through its interventi on will strongly support 
the petroleum industry in Malawi by ensuring precision of 
bulk fl ow meters. He also acknowledged the fact that UNIDO, 
through its project, supported the MBS to train staff  on how 
to operate and eff ecti vely uti lize the proving tank. 

“The proving tank with the capacity of 2,500 liters is indeed 
a masterpiece and fi rst of its kind in the history of MBS and 
Malawi”, stressed Mr. Thomas Senganimalunje, Director of 
Metrology Services. “The equipment will change the business 
landscape of the Petroleum Industry in Malawi. Furthermore, 
the Metrology Services Department of the MBS has been 
empowered to execute the calibrati on services eff ecti vely”, 
he added. 

The Petroleum Industry has already started benefi ti ng 
from the use of the proving tank. The losses detrimental 
to the producti vity of the petroleum companies are being 
signifi cantly minimized. The leading oil companies in the 
country have started using the proving tank in their respecti ve 
loading and offl  oading points. 


